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Traversable wormholes and regular black holes usually represent completely different scenarios. But in
the black bounce spacetime they can be described by a same line element, which is very attractive.
Furthermore, the black hole photos taken by EHT show that black holes have spin, so spin is an
indispensable intrinsic property of black holes in the actual Universe. In this work, we derive a rotating
black hole mimicker surrounded by the string cloud (SC), which can be interpolated to represent regular
black hole spacetime and traversable wormhole spacetime. We investigate the effect of the spin a and SC
parameter L on the observables (shadow radius Rs and distortion δs) and energy emission rate of the black
hole mimicker surrounded by the SC. We find that shadow for this spacetime is very sensitive to the L, i.e.,
the SC parameter can significantly increase the boundary of the shadow.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Einstein proposed the extremely important general
relativity (GR) in 1915. General relativity explains gravity
as the curvature of spacetime. Black holes are a very
important prediction of GR. In 1916, Schwarzschild [1]
solved the Einstein field equations to obtain a static
spherical symmetric vacuum solution, which described a
nonrotating black hole with only mass. In 1963, Kerr
obtained a rotating, steady-state axisymmetric vacuum
black hole solution [2]. In the classical gravity theory,
there is a singularity inside the black hole [3]. Singularities
represent points where geodesics terminate abruptly, there-
fore their appearance often heralds the collapse of the
gravity theory. It is generally believed that singularities
must be eliminated by quantum gravity theory effects, but
so far there is no satisfactory quantum gravity theory.
Therefore, studies on the properties of classical regular
black holes have attracted much attention in recent
years [4–8]. Bardeen first obtained a kind of regular black
hole without singularity, which was later called the Bardeen

black hole [9]. Simpson and Visser proposed a black-
bounce spacetime, which can use the same line element
to describe regular black holes, one-way traversable
wormholes, and two-way traversable wormholes [10]. In
Refs. [11,12], Pal et al. used the Simpson-Visser method to
regularize a few naked singularity spacetimes, where they
interpreted the geometry as an exact solution of nonlinear
electrodynamics. Mazza et al. [13] extended the Simpson-
Visser metric (SVM) to the rotating case by using the
Newman-Janis (NJ) algorithm, where the NJ algorithm is a
very suitable method for extending Schwarzschild-like
black holes to Kerr-like black holes [14–16]. Further-
more, in Ref. [17] the authors constructed the rotating
version of the Simpson-Visser geometry, which can be used
as an alternative to the Kerr black hole.
In the realm of string theory, the fundamental constitu-

ents of the natural world are one-dimensional entities rather
than zero-dimensional particles. When studying gravita-
tional interactions, we can liken a collection of these strings
to a one-dimensional counterpart of a dust cloud. It is worth
noting that the idea of string clouds (SCs) was developed
by Letelier in Refs. [18,19]. Taking into account the fact
that, according to the string theory, the building blocks
of nature are extended (one-dimensional) strings, rather
than pointlike structures with zero dimension, as assumed
in quantum field theory, Letelier inferred a generalized
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Schwarzschild solution of Einstein’s equations. More
precisely, this solution describes a spherically symmetric
cloud (dust) of strings surrounding the standard
Schwarzschild black hole. The SC alters the horizon of
the black hole, compared with the Schwarzschild black
hole. The entirety of this string cloud constitutes a self-
contained system, ensuring the conservation of the stress-
energy tensor. In Ref. [20], the authors studied the
superradiance of noncommutating rotating SV spacetime.
Recently, Rodrigues et al. [21] introduced a black hole
mimicker surrounded by the string cloud, which proves that
the existence of the SC makes the black-bounce spacetime
remain regular. The idea of SC has been investigated
in several contexts, such as missing matter (dark matter
problem) [22], BHs in pure Lovelock gravity [23],
Hawking radiation [24], anti–de Sitter black holes [25],
fðRÞ gravity [26] (see, also, for example Refs. [27–35] and
references therein for further studies).
LIGO/Virgo first detected gravitational waves from

the collision of two black holes in 2015 [36–39], which
confirmed the existence of black holes predicted by general
relativity. This opened a new era in gravitational wave
astronomy. In 2019, the Event Horizon Telescope (EHT)
released the first image of a black hole, which is the shadow
of the supermassive black hole M87 at the center of the
Virgo elliptical galaxy [40]. In addition, EHT released a
photo of Sagittarius A* in 2022 [41], which is the super-
massive black hole at the center of the Milky Way. The
information carried by black hole photos can help one
further understand the shadow, jet and accretion process
of the black hole. In the literature, there exist numerous
studies focusing on the intriguing phenomenon of black
hole shadows [42–60]. In the currently released photos
of black holes, the main part is the outer circular bright
area and the inner dark area. The outer bright region
represents the accretion disk, and the brightness of this
part is not uniform. The reason for this phenomenon is
that the brightness of the accretion disk is affected by
the Doppler effect. The accretion disk moving toward the
detector will be brighter, while moving away from the
detector will be relatively darker, where the position of
the bright region in the black hole shadow is closely related
to the spin of a black hole. Therefore, it is necessary
to introduce spin into black-bounce spacetime surrounded
by the SC.
Motivated by EHT releases of the black hole image, our

aim in this paper is to study the shadows of the rotating black
hole mimicker surrounded by the SC, and analyze their
characteristics. Such a study will provide some direction for
the experimental detection of such a spacetime.
This work is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we briefly

review Simpson-Visser spacetime surrounded by the SC. In
Sec. III, the rotating black hole mimicker surrounded by the
SC are derived by using the Newman-Janis (NJ) method. In
Sec. IV, we obtain the geodesic equation by solving the

Hamilton-Jacobi equation in the rotating black hole mim-
icker surrounded by the SC. In Sec. V, we present the
shadow images of rotating black hole mimicker surrounded
by the SC, and analyze the influence of spin and SC
parameters on the shadow. In Sec. VI, we study the shadow
radius, distortion, and energy emission rate of the rotating
black hole mimicker surrounded by the SC. Section VII is
our main conclusion of this work.

II. REVIEW OF THE NONROTATING BLACK
HOLE MIMICKER SURROUNDED BY THE

STRING CLOUD

Rodrigues et al. [21] derive the black bounces in a cloud
of string by considering the following Einstein equations
(see the Appendix for details and definitions):

Rμν −
1

2
Rgμν ¼ κ2Tμν ¼ κ2TM

μν þ κ2TSC
μν ; ð2:1Þ

with

TM
μν ¼ TSV

μν þ TNMC
μν ; ð2:2Þ

where TSV
μν represents the stress-energy tensor, which

relates to the SVM. In addition, the information on the
nonminimum coupling between the SC and the SVM is
contained in the stress-energy tensor TNMC

μν . TSC
μν in Eq. (2.1)

denotes the stress-energy tensor of the SC, which reads

TSC
μν ¼ ρΣα

μΣαν

8π
ffiffiffiffiffiffi−γp ; ð2:3Þ

where ρ denotes the density of the SC. TSC
μν is subject to the

following conservation laws ∇μTSCμν
(see the Appendix).

Rodrigues et al., according to the Einstein equations,
derive the nonrotating black hole mimicker surrounded
by the SC [21]

ds2 ¼ fðrÞdt2 − gðrÞ−1dr2 −R2
�
dθ2 þ sin2 θdϕ2

�
; ð2:4Þ

and

fðrÞ ¼ gðrÞ ¼ 1 − L −
2Mffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
l2 þ r2

p ; R ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
l2 þ r2

p
;

ð2:5Þ
where l is a parameter responsible for central singularity
regularization. If l ¼ 0, this spacetime metric will degen-
erate into the Letelier spacetime, and it will degenerate
into the SVM when L ¼ 0. This spacetime have no event
horizon for L ¼ 1, so that the SC parameters is limited
to 0 < L < 1. Moreover, the remarkable feature of this
spacetime is that it can change from a black hole to a
wormhole, so there is a threshold in the process of this
transformation
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lc ¼
2Mffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1 − 2Lþ L2
p : ð2:6Þ

As the parameter l changes, the black bounce surrounded
by the SC will represent various spacetime backgrounds: 1)
when 0 < l < lc, the spacetime is regular black hole
surrounded by the SC; 2) when l ¼ lc, the spacetime is
one-way wormhole surrounded by the SC; 3) When
l > lc, the spacetime is traversable wormhole surrounded
by the SC.

III. THE ROTATING BLACK HOLE MIMICKER
SURROUNDED BY THE SC

In this section, we use the NJ method to obtain the
rotating black hole mimicker surrounded by the SC. In the
NJ method, it is usually necessary to solve a series of
differential equations to obtain the Kerr-like black hole
metric [61–63]. To obtain the spacetime metric of rotating
black hole mimicker in a cloud of string, we first transform
the spherically symmetric metric from Boyer-Lindquist to
Eddington-Finkelstein coordinates. For this, we use the
following coordinate transformation:

du ¼ dt −
drffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

fðrÞgðrÞp : ð3:1Þ

After using this coordinate transformation, the spherically
symmetric spacetime metric becomes

gμν ¼ −lμnν − lνnμ þmμm̄ν þmνm̄μ; ð3:2Þ

wherem is a complex vector, m̄ is the complex conjugate of
vector m, and vectors n and l are real. Moreover, the four
basis vectors (lμ, nμ, mμ and m̄μ) satisfy the modulus of
the basis vector to be 1 and the orthogonality conditions
between the base vectors. For the metric of a rotating black
bounce in a cloud of string, the basis vectors are

lμ ¼ δμr ;

nμ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
gðrÞ
fðrÞ

s
δμμ −

fðrÞ
2

δμr ;

mμ ¼ 1ffiffiffi
2

p
R2

δμθ þ
iffiffiffi

2
p

r sin θ
δμϕ;

m̄μ ¼ 1ffiffiffi
2

p
R2

δμθ −
iffiffiffi

2
p

r sin θ
δμϕ: ð3:3Þ

The spacetime coordinates between different observers
satisfy the following complex transformation in the null
trade,

u → u − ia cos θ; r → r − ia cos θ: ð3:4Þ

When using this transformation, the metric coefficients
become more complex functions of the ðr; θ; aÞ. After
using this transformation, the metric functions change as
follows: fðrÞ → F ðr; θ; aÞ; gðrÞ → Gðr; θ; aÞ and hðrÞ →
Σðr; θ; aÞ. One can find that the original form can be
recovered by setting a ¼ 0. Moreover, the null tetrad after
using the complex transformation become

lμ ¼ δμr ;

nμ ¼
ffiffiffiffi
G
F

r
δμμ −

F
2
δμr ;

mμ ¼ 1ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2Σ

p
�
δμθ þ ia sin θðδμu − δμrÞ þ i

sin θ
δμϕ

�
;

m̄μ ¼ 1ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2Σ

p
�
δμθ − ia sin θðδμu − δμrÞ − i

sin θ
δμϕ

�
: ð3:5Þ

Therefore, according to the expression of the inverse
metric (3.2), we can obtain the contravariant nonzero metric
components of a rotating black bounces in a cloud of string

guu ¼ a2sin2θ
Σ

; gur ¼ −
ffiffiffiffi
G
F

r
−
a2sin2θ

Σ
;

grr ¼ F þ a2sin2θ
Σ

; grϕ ¼ −
a
Σ
; gθθ ¼ 1

Σ
;

gϕϕ ¼ 1

Σsin2θ
; guϕ ¼ a

Σ
: ð3:6Þ

The covariant nonzero components can be read as

guu ¼ −F ; gur ¼ −
ffiffiffiffi
F
G

r
; guϕ ¼ asin2θ

�
F −

ffiffiffiffi
G
F

r �
;

grϕ ¼ asin2θ

ffiffiffiffi
F
G

r
; gθθ ¼ Σ;

gϕϕ ¼ Σsin2θ þ a2
�
2

ffiffiffiffi
G
F

r
− F

�
sin4θ: ð3:7Þ

Therefore, we can obtain the rotating black bounces in a
cloud of string under Eddington-Finkelstein coordinates

ds2 ¼ −Fdu2 − 2

ffiffiffiffi
F
G

r
dudrþ 2asin2θ

�
F −

ffiffiffiffi
G
F

r �
dudϕ

þ 2asin2θ

ffiffiffiffi
F
G

r
drdϕþ Σdθ2

þ
�
Σsin2θ þ a2

�
2

ffiffiffiffi
G
F

r
− F

�
sin4θ

�
dϕ2: ð3:8Þ

From a physical point of view, we need to transform
the Eddington-Finkelstein coordinates back to Boyer-
Lindquist coordinates. The corresponding coordinate trans-
formation is
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du ¼ dtþ λ1ðrÞdr; dϕ ¼ dϕþ λ2ðrÞdr; ð3:9Þ

where the transformation functions λ1ðrÞ and λ2ðrÞ can use
this form [16]

λ1ðrÞ ¼ −
KðrÞ þ a2

gðrÞhðrÞ þ a2
; λ2ðrÞ ¼ −

a
gðrÞhðrÞ þ a2

;

ð3:10Þ

where

KðrÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
gðrÞ
fðrÞ

s
hðrÞ; ð3:11Þ

and

F ðr; θÞ ¼ ðghþ a2cos2θÞΣ
ðKþ a2cos2θÞ2 ; Gðr; θÞ ¼ ghþ a2cos2θ

Σ
:

ð3:12Þ

Therefore, we obtain the line element of the rotating black
hole mimicker surrounded by the string cloud

ds2 ¼ −
�
1−

Lðr2 þ l2Þ þ 2M
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
r2 þ l2

p

Σ

�
dt2 þ Σ

Δ
dr2

þΣdθ2 −
2a

	
2M

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
r2 þ l2

p
þLðr2 þ l2Þ
sin2θ
Σ

dt dϕ

þAsin2θ
Σ

dϕ2 ð3:13Þ

with

Σ ¼ r2 þ l2 þ a2cos2θ;

Δ ¼ r2 þ l2 þ a2 −
h
2M

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
r2 þ l2

p
þ Lðr2 þ l2Þ

i
;

A ¼ ðr2 þ l2 þ a2Þ2 − Δa2sin2θ: ð3:14Þ

When a ¼ 0, the rotating black bounces in a cloud of string
can degenerate into nonrotating black bounces in a cloud of
string [21]. When L ¼ 0, the rotating black bounces in a
cloud of string can degenerate into the rotating black hole
mimickers [13]. Moreover, the rotating black bounces in a
cloud of string can degenerate into Kerr black hole metric
when L ¼ 0;l ¼ 0.

IV. GEODESICS AROUND THE ROTATING
BLACK HOLE MIMICKER SURROUNDED BY

THE STRING CLOUD

The photons emitted from infinity will generally have
two completely different endings when they pass through
a black hole; the photon with a larger orbital angular

momentum will be detected by an observer at infinity when
it passes through some turning points and the second
outcome is that photons with smaller orbital angular
momentum will fall into the black hole due to the strong
gravity of the black hole. We will study the geodesic
equation of photons based on the spacetime metric of the
rotating black hole mimicker surrounded by the SC. To do
this, we will solve the Hamilton-Jacobi equation, which can
be written as

∂S
∂λ

¼ −H; ð4:1Þ

where S represents the Jacobi action, and λ represents
the affine parameter of the geodesic. Moreover, the
Hamiltonian can be given by

H ¼ 1

2
gμν

∂S
∂xμ

∂S
∂xν

: ð4:2Þ

In the GR, the Hamilton-Jacobi equation can be read as

∂S
∂λ

¼ −
1

2
gμν

∂S
∂xμ

∂S
∂xν

: ð4:3Þ

To separate variables for geodesic equations, we use the
separability ansatz

S ¼ 1

2
μ2λ − Etþ Lϕþ SrðrÞ þ SθðθÞ ð4:4Þ

with the particle mass μ. The two conserved quantities in
photon motion are E and L. Moreover, SrðrÞ and SθðθÞ
represent radial and angular functions, respectively. Based
on these two conserved quantities and unknown functions
[SrðrÞ and SθðθÞ], we can substitute action S into the
Hamilton-Jacobi equation (4.3) to obtain the following four
equations

ΔΣ
dt
dλ

¼A−a
L
E

h
2M

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
r2þl2

p
þLðr2þl2Þ

i
;

Σ
dr
dλ

¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
RðrÞ

p
;

Σ
dθ
dλ

¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ΘðθÞ

p
;

Σ
dϕ
dλ

¼ a
Δ
�
Eðr2þl2þa2Þ−aL

�
−
�
aE−

L
sin2θ

�
; ð4:5Þ

where the RðrÞ and ΘðθÞ can be read as

RðrÞ ¼ 	
Eðr2 þ l2 þ a2Þ − aL



2 − Δ½Qþ ðL − aEÞ2
;

ΘðθÞ ¼ Qþ a2E2cos2θ − L2cot2θ; ð4:6Þ

where Q is Carter constant [64], which is the integral
constant for the geodesic motion of photons in a rotating
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black hole spacetime. RðrÞ and ΘðθÞ to the photon motion
must be greater than 0, so there are

RðrÞ
E2

¼ 	
r2 þ l2 þ a2 − aξ



2 − ΔðrÞ	ηþ ðξ − aÞ2
 ≥ 0;

ð4:7Þ

ΘðθÞ
E2

¼ ηþ ðξ − aÞ2 −
�

ξ

sin θ
− a sin θ

�
2

≥ 0: ð4:8Þ

Among them, the collision parameters determined the
photon motion are defined as ξ ¼ L=E and η ¼ Q=E2.
Since a black hole has an event horizon, light cannot escape
from its surface, so some one may think that the size of the

black hole shadow seen is determined by the black hole
event horizon. In fact, there is a special surface outside the
event horizon of the black hole, namely the photosphere.
When a photon enters the photosphere, it will be captured
by the black hole, so it cannot reach the observer at infinity.
Only light rays that are outside the photosphere can reach
the observer. Therefore, the boundary and size of the black
hole shadow actually depend on the size of the photo-
sphere. In general rotating black hole spacetime, the orbit
of the photosphere must satisfy RðrphÞ ¼ 0; R0ðrphÞ ¼ 0;
R00ðrphÞ ≥ 0, where rph is the radius of the unstable
photosphere. According to the first two conditions, we
can get critical impact parameters

ξ ¼ −
�ðl2 þ r2Þð3M þ �

L − 1Þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
l2 þ r2

p
Þ�þ a2ðM þ ð1þ LÞ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
l2 þ r2

p �
aðM þ ðL − 1Þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
l2 þ r2

p
Þ ; ð4:9Þ

and

η ¼ −ðl2 þ r2Þ
a2ðM þ ðL − 1Þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
l2 þ r2

p
Þ2
h
l4ðL − 1Þ2 þ 9M2r2

þ ðL − 1Þ2r4 þ 2M
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
l2 þ r2

p �
−2a2 þ 3ðL − 1Þr2�

þ l2ð9M2 þ 2ðL − 1Þ2r2 þ 6ðL − 1ÞM
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
l2 þ r2

p
Þ
i
:

ð4:10Þ

V. THE SHADOW OF ROTATING BLACK
HOLE MIMICKER SURROUNDED

BY THE STRING CLOUD

In the previous section we calculate the geodesics of
photon motion. Based on the geodesics we can study the
photon motion in the rotating black bounces surrounded by
the SC measured by the observer. To facilitate the calcu-
lation of shadow images, the general approach is to use
the celestial coordinates α and β. This coordinate is on the
celestial plane perpendicular to the line connecting the
observer to the center of spacetime. For an observer at (r0,
θ0), the celestial coordinates can be written as [65]

α ¼ lim
r0→∞

�
−r20 sin θ0

dϕ
dr

�
; ð5:1Þ

and

β ¼ lim
r0→∞

�
r20
dθ
dr

�
; ð5:2Þ

where r0 is the distance from the observer to the black hole,
and θ0 is the angle between the line connecting the observer
to the center of the black hole and the rotation axis of the
black hole. For asymptotically flat spacetime metrics, the
celestial coordinates can be reduced to

α ¼ −
ξ

sin θ0
; ð5:3Þ

and

β ¼ �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ηþ a2 cos2 θ0 − ξ2 cot2 θ0

q
: ð5:4Þ

For our rotating black hole mimicker surrounded by the SC,
when θ0 ¼ π=2, the celestial coordinates can be written as

α ¼ −
a2
�
M þ ð1þ LÞ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
l2 þ r2

p �
−
�ðl2 þ r2Þð3M þ ðL − 1Þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
l2 þ r2

p
Þ�

aðM þ ðL − 1Þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
l2 þ r2

p
Þ ; ð5:5Þ

and

β ¼ �
�
−

ðl2 þ r2Þ
a2ðM þ ðL − 1Þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
l2 þ r2

p
Þ2
h
l4ðL − 1Þ2 þ 9M2r2 þ ðL − 1Þ2r4

þ 2M
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
l2 þ r2

p �
3ðL − 1Þr2 − 2a2

�þ l2
�
9M2 þ 2ðL − 1Þ2r2 þ 6ðL − 1ÞM

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
l2 þ r2

p �i�1=2
: ð5:6Þ
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Now we can use Eqs. (5.5) and (5.6) to calculate the
shadow of rotating metric surrounded by the SC, so that we
can study the influence of the SC on the rotating black hole
mimicker.
We first study the effect of the spin parameter a on the

shadow of the rotating black hole mimicker surrounded by
the SC. Figure 1 gives the shape of the shadow of the rotating
black hole mimicker surrounded by the SC for different a
withM ¼ 1;l ¼ 0.1, where values ofL from left to right are
0.01, 0.05, 0.1, respectively. Figure 1 gives the shape of the
shadow of the rotating black hole mimicker surrounded by
the SC for different a with M ¼ 1, L ¼ 0.01, where values
of l from left to right are 0.1, 0.6, 1, respectively. From Fig. 1

and Fig. 2, we can see that when the spin parameter is small,
the shape of the shadow is closer to a circle with a fixed
radius, but when the spin parameter is larger, the shape of
the shadow is deformed. That is, the increase of the spin
parameter a makes the shape of the shadow present a
D-shaped feature. The reason for this deformation is that
in the high-speed rotating black bounces spacetime sur-
rounded by the SC, due to the drag effect brought by its
rotation, the unstable circular orbits of prograde and retro-
grade photons are no longer symmetrical, so that the shadow
is a D-shape for the equatorial plane observer.
On the other hand, in Fig. 3 we study the effect of the SC

parameter L on the shape of the shadow of the rotating

FIG. 1. The shape of the shadow of the rotating black hole mimicker surrounded by the SC for different a with M ¼ 1;l ¼ 0.1. The
values of L from left to right are 0.01, 0.05, 0.1, respectively.

FIG. 2. The shape of the shadow of the rotating black hole mimicker surrounded by the SC for different a withM ¼ 1, L ¼ 0.01. The
values of l from left to right are 0.1, 0.6, 1, respectively.

FIG. 3. The shape of the shadow of the rotating black hole mimicker surrounded by the SC for different L with M ¼ 1;l ¼ 0.1. The
values of a from left to right are 0.1, 0.6, 0.999, respectively.
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black hole mimicker surrounded by the SC, where
M ¼ 1;l ¼ 0.1, and the values of a from left to right
are 0.1, 0.6, 0.999, respectively. One can see that when the
SC parameter is gradually increased from L ¼ 0.01, the
boundary of the black bounce shadow is continuously
increasing, which is consistent for different spin parame-
ters. But when the spin parameter a is small, for example
a ¼ 0.1, the shape of the shadow is closer to the standard
circle. From the shadow of the spin parameter a ¼ 0.999, it
can be seen that the shadow at this time becomes a D-shape
again. But for a larger SC parameter L ¼ 0.1, the shape of
the shadow is not as close to a D-shape as the shadow of
L ¼ 0.01. Therefore, our results show that the SC have a
significant impact on black bounce shadows, both in size
and shape. In Fig. 4 we investigate the influence of the
parameter l responsible for central singularity regulariza-
tion on shadow. From Fig. 4, we can see that the red dotted
line represents the shadow image of l ¼ 0.1, the blue
dotted line represents the shadow image of l ¼ 0.6, and the
green dotted line represents l ¼ 1 shaded image. One can
see that an increase in l has such a small effect on the
shadow that we see that the shadows corresponding to
different l almost coincide. But when the spin a is larger,
the D-shaped shadow image still appears. In addition, we
have verified that when l is larger than a critical value (i.e.,
the spacetime line element (3.13) represents a traversable
wormhole spacetime), the result shows a similar behavior

to the shadow image when the spacetime line element
represents a black hole spacetime. This demonstrates that
we cannot distinguish whether the rotating black hole
mimicker surrounded by the SC is a black hole or a
wormhole through the shadow.

VI. RADIUS AND DISTORTION OF THE SHADOW
AND ENERGY EMISSION RATE

The radius of the shadow and the distortion are two
important observables. Here we will study the radius of the
shadow and the distortion of the rotating black hole
mimicker surrounded by the string cloud. The shadow
radius (Rs) describes the scale of the black hole’s shadow
shape. The distortion (δs) of the shadow describes how
far the boundary of the black hole’s shadow deviates
from the standard circle. Their specific mathematical
expression is [66,67]

Rs ¼
ðαt − αrÞ2 þ β2t

2jαr − αtj
; ð6:1Þ

δs ¼
jαp − α̃pj

Rs
: ð6:2Þ

More details of radius and distortion are presented in
Ref. [65]. From Fig. 5, one can see that the shadow radius

FIG. 4. The shape of the shadow of the rotating black hole mimicker surrounded by the SC for different l withM ¼ 1, L ¼ 0.01. The
values of a from left to right are 0.1, 0.6, 0.999, respectively.

FIG. 5. The radius (left panel) and distortion (right panel) of the shadow as the function of the spin a with M ¼ 1;l ¼ 0.1; L ¼ 0.1.
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Rs increases slowly when a is small and increases sharply
when a is large as spin a increases. We can also see that as
spin a increases, the distortion δs of rotating black hole
mimicker surrounded by the string cloud increases signifi-
cantly. Therefore, the shadow of the rotating black hole
mimicker surrounded by the string cloud takes on a distinct
D-shape when a is large. Furthermore, from Fig. 6 we can
see that the radius Rs of the shadow increases sharply as L
increases. The distortion δs decreases as L increases. In
Fig. 7 we give the radius and distortion of the shadow as the
function of l. Figure 7 shows that the shadow radius Rs and
shadow distortion δs remain almost unchanged as l
increases. That is, as l changes, the radius of the shadow
hardly changes, and there is no significant distortion. These
notable features of the rotating black hole mimicker
surrounded by the string cloud’s shadow radius Rs and
shadow distortion δs make it possible to be detected by
EHT observations.
For an observer at infinity, the area of the black hole’s

shadow is very close to the high-energy absorption cross-
section (Ω). In a spherically symmetric black hole, the
absorption section fluctuates at Ω. For the shadow with the
radius of Rs, we haveΩ ≈ πR2

s . The energy emission rate of

the black hole can be given by

d2EðωÞ
dωdt

¼ 2π2ω3Ω
e
ω
T − 1

; ð6:3Þ

where ω denotes the frequency of the photon and T denotes
the Hawking temperature at the event horizon of the
rotating black hole mimicker surrounded by the string
cloud, which can be given by [66]

T ¼ lim
θ→0;r→rþ

1

2π
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
grr

p ∂
ffiffiffiffiffi
gtt

p
∂r

: ð6:4Þ

In Figs. 8 and 9, we give the energy emission rate as the
function of the particle frequency ω. We can see that the
peak of the energy emission rate gradually decreases as
the spin a increases. The peak of the energy emission rate
increases as l increases. Moreover, one can see that the
peak of the energy emission rate decreases as L increases
when a is small, but increases as L increases when a is
large. This feature opens up new possibilities for the EHT
to detect the rotating black hole mimicker surrounded by
the string cloud.

FIG. 6. The radius (left panel) and distortion (right panel) of the shadow as the function of L with M ¼ 1;l ¼ 0.1; a ¼ 0.1.

FIG. 7. The radius (left panel) and distortion (right panel) of the shadow as the function of l with M ¼ 1; L ¼ 0.1; a ¼ 0.1.
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FIG. 8. The energy emission rate as the function of the particle frequency ω for different l with M ¼ 1, L ¼ 0.1.

FIG. 9. The energy emission rate as the function of the particle frequency ω for different L with M ¼ 1;l ¼ 0.1.
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VII. CONCLUSION

In this work, we first derive a rotating black hole
mimicker surrounded by the SC using the Newman-Janis
method. This rotating metric can be interpolated to re-
present regular black hole spacetime and wormhole space-
time. In this spacetime background, the Hamilton-Jacobi
equation is solved to obtain the corresponding geodesic
equation. Then we give the shadow image of this space-
time. We find that as the spin parameter a increases, the
shadow gradually takes on a distinct D-shape. In addition,
the SC parameter L has a remarkable effect on the shadow,
and the increase of L sharply increases the boundary of the
shadow, and also makes the D-shaped shadow closer to a
circle. String cloud has a very significant contribution to the
shadows of the rotating black hole mimicker surrounded by
the string cloud, which makes string cloud expected to be
detected by EHT. Our results show that the parameter l
responsible for the central singularity regularization has a
very weak influence on the shadow, so that we cannot use
the shadow to distinguish whether the rotating black hole
mimicker surrounded by the SC are the regular black holes
or the wormholes. In Ref. [68], we studied the quasinormal
modes of nonrotating black hole mimicker surrounded by
the SC, and we found that the gravitational wave echoes
appeared after the initial ringdown in this spacetime. It is
very interesting to verify whether the rotating black hole
mimicker surrounded by the SC will also appear gravita-
tional wave echoes as expected in the next work. If so, the
combination of shadow and gravitational wave echoes
detection can help us determine whether this rotating
spacetime is a black hole or a wormhole.
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APPENDIX: STRING CLOUD MODEL

In this appendix, we review the main features of space-
times in the presence of a cloud of strings, working in the
framework of general relativity. The basic idea underlying

the string model is that a string is associated with a world
sheet (in analogy to a particle which is associated with a
world line), which is described by xμðλAÞ, where λ0 and λ1

are timelike and spacelike parameters. General relativity
minimally coupled with matter and the cloud of strings is
described by the total action

S ¼ SGR þ SM þ SCS; ðA1Þ

where SGR ¼ R
d4x

ffiffiffiffiffiffi−gp
R is the Hilbert-Einstein action,

SM is the matter action, and SCS is the Nambu-Goto action
that describes stringlike objects, whose expression is
given by [18]

SCS ¼ M
Z ffiffiffiffiffiffi

−γ
p

dλ0dλ1: ðA2Þ

In (A2), M is a dimensionless constant characterizing the
string, while γ ¼ det γAB, with γAB the induced metric on a
submanifold defined as

γAB ¼ gμν
∂xμ

∂λA
∂xν

∂λB
; λA ¼ 0; 1: ðA3Þ

The Nambu-Goto action can be rewritten as

SCS ¼
Z

M
�
−
1

2
ΣμνΣμν

�
1=2

dλ0dλ1; ðA4Þ

where Σμν is the bivector defined as

Σμν ¼ ϵAB
∂xμ

∂λA
∂xν

∂λB
; ðA5Þ

being ϵAB the Levi-Civita symbol with nonvanishing
components given by ϵ01 ¼ −ϵ10 ¼ 1. The variation of
the action (A1) with respect to the metric tensor gives the
field equations (2.1), where TM

μν is the usual stress-energy
tensor of the matter, and TCS

μν the stress-energy tensor of the
string cloud, given by (2.3) [18]. Moreover, the stress-
energy tensor TCS

μν satisfies the conservation law

∇μTCSμν ¼ ∇μ

�
ρΣμαΣα

ν

8π
ffiffiffiffiffiffi−γp

�

¼ ∇μðρΣμαÞ Σα
ν

8π
ffiffiffiffiffiffi−γp þ ρΣμα∇μ

�
Σα

ν

8π
ffiffiffiffiffiffi−γp

�
¼ 0:

ðA6Þ

1. Simpson-Visser solution with the cloud of strings

The standard Simpson-Visser (SV) solution is charac-
terized by the fact that it describes a regular black hole (and,
depending on the parameters of the metric, it can describe a
wormhole). To obtain the SV solution in the presence of a
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cloud of string, the energy-momentum tensor Tμν
M in (2.1) is given by (2.2). The nonvanishing components of the stress-

energy tensor TSV
μν , associated with the SV solution, are [10]

TSV
00 ¼ −

l2
� ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

l2 þ r2
p

− 4M
�� ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

l2 þ r2
p

− 2M
�

8πðl2 þ r2Þ3 ; TSV
11 ¼ l2

8πðl2 þ r2Þ3=2ð2M −
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
l2 þ r2

p
Þ ;

TSV
22 ¼ l2

� ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
l2 þ r2

p
−M

�
8πðl2 þ r2Þ3=2 ; TSV

33 ¼ l2sin2θ
� ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

l2 þ r2
p

−M
�

8πðl2 þ r2Þ3=2 : ðA7Þ

The nonvanishing components of the stress-energy tensor TNMC
μν , which provides information about the nonminimal

coupling between the SV metric and the cloud of string, are

TNMC
00 ¼ −

Ll2
�ðL − 2Þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
l2 þ r2

p
þ 6M

�
8πðl2 þ r2Þ5=2 ;

TNMC
11 ¼ 2Ll2M

8πðl2 þ r2Þ3=2ð
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
l2 þ r2

p
− 2MÞ�ðL − 1Þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
l2 þ r2

p
þ 2M

� ;
TNMC
22 ¼ −

Ll2

8πðl2 þ r2Þ ; TCP
33 ¼ −

Ll2sin2θ
8πðl2 þ r2Þ : ðA8Þ

Notice that for L ¼ 0 or l ¼ 0 all the components of TNMC
μν vanish.

Finally, the nonvanishing components of the cloud of strings TCS
μν are

TCS0
0 ¼ TCS1

1 ¼
L

8πðr2 þ l2Þ : ðA9Þ

To guarantee the positivity of the energy density it is required L > 0. By using Eqs. (2.1) and (A7), (A8), and (A9) one
infers a set of equations leading to metric function (2.5).
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